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To: CREECH, BR EE a @erasmusmc.nl]
From: 5.1.2e 5.1.2e

Sent: Mon 12/7/2020 8:20:31 AM

Subject: RE: Submitted version

Received: Mon 12/7/2020 8:20:31 AM

Eerste indruk erg goed EER
Ik ga 't straks meer precies lezen. Volgens mij slaat de vraag naar aanvulling ref’s niet op onze sectie; maar als er

toch nog wat ontbreekt hoor ik ‘t.

Groets

ven: EXE] ERE EEE sss ri

Verzonden: zondag 6 december 2020 21:41

. 5
@erasmusmc.nl>; 1IBEa

(EES @food.dtu.dk) EEE @food.dtu.dk>; EREN ERLE ERELN@ complex.elte.hu>

Onderwerp: Re: Submitted version

Have a look at the text, might be nice.

trom: EXEC] IEEE SEERc bo.
Sent: Sunday, December 6, 2020 9:26:34 PM

Cc: BEd.
[ENB

8

A. i. ;

a. EA 1. @erasmusmec.nl>; BE3
5.1.2e @erasmusmec.nl>; |.

BEEN

(EE @food.dtu.dk) AES @food. dtu.dk>; ERE [ERPER <ERFEN@ complex.elte.hu>

Subject: Re: Submitted version

Dear [ERE ond all

if you think we can put a picture about Twitter network just let us know

best,

Bologna University

Viale Berti Pichat 6/2 40127 Bologna IT

+30 IEEE

http://www. unibo.it/docenti IEEE
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II giorno 06 dic 2020, alle ore 17:17,BEE IEENJIEEM @erasmusme.nl> ha scritto:

Hi Everyone

This is the version that | submitted to PLOS MED 10 minutes ago. We need complete references for some of

the sections (no additional ones but the refs provided were incomplete), and | am thinking of some nice

images, possibly from our application.

Happy to hear comments but for now, everyone, thanks a lot for your fast input!
| think it came together quite nicely.

<Qutlook-po0q1rfx.png>
P.O. box 2040, 3000 CA Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Office address: room{JX Dr. Molewatemlein 40, 3015 GD Rotterdam, The Netherlands

E-mail: erasmusme.nl | Phone SEEN

from: EXEC). IERIE
Sent: 28 November 2020 10:14

Subject: URGENT REQUEST, DEADLINE WEDNESDAY to contribute to an invited mansusript PLos Medicine. Only need 400

word contributions BUT THIS WEEK

Hi

| have been asked to contribute a manuscript to a special global health issue of PLOS Medicine. It has the

following topics. After some back and forth with the guest editor, | have agreed to do this, to flag the VEO

project. In the list below,[EXE part ofJEREcore science advisory team and is pushing for this

issue for agenda setting. The timeline is killing, but below | propose to have short pieces (400) words for 8

topics so that is doable. | have prepared a googledoc, see link below.

Please let me know asap if you can contribute this, | will need input by wednesday. Pieces should be

scientifically sound, forward looking, and exciting, and include some key references. | have indicated

direction of content.

Also think of a key image

Key Contact: [IEEE
Other key contacts: Prof.[ECU Prof[JEXEI. Prof.

Organizations Involved:

Center for Global Health Diplomacy. Delivery & Economics, UCSF UCSF Pandemic Initiative for Equity &
Action (UPIEA)
Center for Dissemination and Implementation, Inst. for Pub. Health, Washington University
Centre for the AIDS Programme of Research in South Africa (CAPRISA)

List of other proposed titles:

Post pandemic: How will COVID-19 transform global health?
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+ COVID-19 and implications for global health programs: Understanding

COVID-19 risks and vulnerabilities: the lethal force of syndemics
» Assessing the economic impact of the excess mortality from HIV, TB, malaria COVID-19 in high
burden countries

» Lessons learned from China’s response to COVID-19

The rising role of East Asia in defining the next chapter in Global Health

* COVID-19 — defining opportunities for creating a better tomorrow: Outlining an implementation
science research agenda

+ COVID-19 and advancing a UHC agenda

» Redefimng the International Health Regulations — lessons that can be

leamed from the global response to COVID-19

« COVID-19 V accine: ensuring equitable, global distribution

* Post-COVID-19; how being ready for the next pandemic will define the future of Global Health

= Decolonizing Global Health in the Post-COVID era

1. The viruses were already on a priority list. What else is out there?

Coverage of full genomes, metagenomes, viruses and hosts?

Work

A
Ecolealth, holmes,

400 words

2. Drivers of disease emergence: how modifiable are they?

400 words

Many drivers are known, but are there examples where these were modified? Fi urban planning, landscaping.

3. The early events were missed and the reservoir host is unknown: how far back into wildlife and ecology can

prediction go?

400 words

Short piece on search for reservoirs for Nipah, Ebola, Marburg,

4. The need for partnerships : engaging and engaged citizens:

400 words

5. Databases and datasharing, and the need for new tools and infrastructure .

5.1.2:

Include on COVID open and GISAID

Global initiatives? Regional initiatives? Africa was talking about an african hub?

400 words



6. Test-test-test:BEE future of diagnostics?
Catch all dx, metagenomics, sensors, systems serology

400 words

7. Science in the eye of the beholder: infodemic research and management?
5.1.2e

400

8. Data governance, FAIR ness

5.1.2e

400 words

5.1.2

Post-COVID-19: how being ready for

the next pandemic will define the future

of Global Health

Post-COVID-19: how being ready for the next pandemic

will define the future of Global eat BEI NBER
DVM, PhD Erasmus University Medical Center, The

Netherlands erasmusmec.nl .... The COVID-

19 pandemic has heightened awareness that viral

pandemics are profoundly disruptive and...

docs.google.com

dubbel

1000300
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P.O. box 2040, 3000 CA Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Office address: roo Molewaterplein 40, 3015 GD Rotterdam, The Netherdands

| | Phone +31

<Post-COVID-19_ how being ready for the next pandemic will define the future of Global Health.docx>


